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event e there are at most m processes curremoved

1, substitute

cess p succeeds in communicating

at least one of these is, in fact,

may be returned

Let MS be a W MS(t–

majority
of replies).
f-resilient.
Liveness

cumulated mistakes for each process. Thus,
whenever m+ 1 processes are removed from

rently

number

removal:

Stable-removals:

Non-Stable

the fact that

a finite

processes in the system remove the crashed process from their view, these removals are uni-

)
Pdi

tinguish

of only

actions before it crashed.
If some p performs
an infinite
number of actions, there must be a
point in its execution
after which q was unresponsive to every announcement
p made. Thus,
q is not in acks-rcvdP (/3) and is then removed
from LocalViewP (doesP(P)).

1. The initial
view of all processes is identical:
for evLocalVlewP (startP) = LocalViewq (startq)

# LocalViewP

process stems from

q can have learned

that:

O(q

of a crashed process q from the view

of every active

makes m mistakes (WMS(rn))
provides each process p
at each event e, with a local view Loca lViewP (e) such

A

at

pEs.

2. The removal

~RASHg ~

S;

service:

each

view of some process.

3 A

membership
be

1. Agreement on an initial view stems directly from
the definition
of LocalViewp (startP),
for every

As in [6] a membership
service makes a mistake if and
only if it removes a non-faulty
process from the local

Definition

to

The solution

are

performed

not crashed.

maintains

one process that

remains

mation
about ~ will
live processes. 1

We now show that that a WMS((lV-/)-l)
membership service (i. e., WMS(t–
1)) is the weakest for which
f-resilient
solutions to D-Uniformity
exist. Necessity
and sufficiency are shown in the next Theorems.

If removals
service
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safety because an action

by process p, is acknowledged
alive.

eventually

are stable,

Therefore,

the infor-

propagate

to all the

a WMS(t-1)

can make t– 1 mistakes

/?,

by at least

membership

per process,

or N x

(t–l)

mistakes

globally.

t >1, such a failure
solve consensus

In [6] it is shown

detector

is not strong

that

process learns that

for

enough

all the currently

cesses have performed

to

when ~ z [IV/21.*

that

action

this

in more

from

its buffers

detail).

active

some action,
(Section

Thus,

pro-

it discards
6 discusses

existing

processes

When removals are not permanent,
WMS(t–1)
can
make infinitely
may mistakes both about and to any
process. Obviously, this membership
service also can-

need not store the accumulated
execution
history, on the chance that other processes may join

not help in solving

a point

4.3

consensus.

The obligation

N–l-Resiliency
For the special

equivalent
Lemma

cesses obliged
case of ~ = IV– 1, D-Uniformity

obligation

is

to Consensus.
4.5

The

N–1 -resilient

D-

far in the future.

consensus

problem

is reducible

defined

as follows:

set So of processes that

(1) SystView

tJni~orrniiy.

a WMS(0)

crashed

process removal

makes

processes
with

no mistakes,

are eventually

a WMS(0)

to join.

Allowing
We now

tion.

In

q the permission

processes

arises when the start
by some communication
In this communication,
permission

to join

to join,

that

join

a computa-

via a special

execute

is a common

joining

all relevant

many

mistakes

terminology,
as the

for
stron~ly

view SystView(c)

by:

and the event

ad~ (q) is in a

p is in SystView(c).

practice

applications.
processes

Obliged(/?,

Safety

k-misfaken

failure

the initiation

‘Sf

u

of ac-

SystView(c)

+

A

now becomes:
+ID#)

V DISABLEDq

q~Obliged(B)

in fault-

State-transfer

Clearly, a system that starts
set of S cannot hope to tolerate

).

up with only a subarbitrary
crashes of

a pre-defined,
fixed number of processes; resiliency of
the system should also be redefined to incorporate
system size at various points in the execution.
To this
end, we define the set NotCrashed(c)
to be the subset of SystView(c)
that have not crashed.
We define
resiliency

make u

detector,

p)

for D-Uniformity

DIDp(@)

need not actually

1, W MS(t - 1) may

denote

{.~t c I inii(fl)~~}

events to reach the desired

t >

5 Let inii(~)

in run p is:

event de-

From a practical
point of view, it is not feasible to expect processes to maintain
information
about actions indefinitely.
Typically,
when a

ak their

c, then

Definition

local state.
●

The system
defined

tion @ by the owner of ~; that is the event by which
set of ~
the owner of ~ announces ~. The obligation

operation,
in which a newly
accepts a snapshot
of the sys-

distributed

means that

increases

from processes in

We define now Obliged(@) as the set of processes that
are in SystView before the initiation
of action P propagates in the system:

noted addP (q). In this case, we deem it appropriate
to
relieve q from the obligation
to perform actions that
were initiated
prior to addP (q). This approach is based
on the following observations:

tolerant

the
event

SO;

2. if p G SystVlew(c)

with another process, say p.
presumably
p has granted
q

tem upon joining,

start

environment,

the system,

. A staie-transfer
joined
process

initially

Formally:

1. SystView(cO)d~f

is uniform.

late joining
of a process, say q, was preceded

asynchronous

contains
have their

and

removed,

Joins
consider

an

the

SystView

Definition
4 Let co be the initial system cut, and So
the special set of processes that have their start event
in co. Let add(q) be a special uniform action that gives

cut

5

to define
view

system cut co, and (2) SystView

on a cut c is recursively
all

a system

as new processes get the permission

Proofi
A solution to N– l-resilient
D-Uniformity
requires a WMS(0).
By definition
any WMS(0)
is a
“perfect failure suspector”
of [6], and consensus can
be solved using the perfect failure suspector.
~
By definition

~ is the set of pro-

In order

special

SystView

since

/3.

set we introduce

in the initial

to

set of an action

to perform

Definition

with

at c is in terms of NotCrashed(c).
6 A solution

U to D-Uniformity

has a t-

threshold if every cut c of every run of U is live provided
lNotCrashed(c)l
> t.

k = N x (t-l).
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5.1

One-Threshold
For simplicity,

service

required

we show

the weakest

for a l-Threshold

D-Uniformity.
The extension
done as in Section 4.
Lemma

5.1

solu~ion

to D- Uniformity.

U{MS)

4. Changes to SystVlew are ordered with respect
to regular
actions:
For each process q, and
each event init(~),
either an event add(q) (by

Solutions
membership

(l-T)

Let p, q E S, and let U(MS)
Then

is there a consistent

to

some

case is

init(~)

solution

to the general

+

Theorem

be a 1-T

in no execution

process)

5.3

an OWMS(0)

of

extending

cut c such that

DIDP(8) A q E Obliged(/?)

A -ICRASHq

after

the processes

c, suppose an adversary

in SystView(c)

except

q.

safety.

init(~),

processes

joins

or

are permitted,

is weaker than any membership
D- Uniformity

environment

A

service
in which

has solutions.

Proofi
Consider the following,
in which
and changes to it are defined as follows:
Init

crashes all
This

can be

Loca lViewP

Let f? be the first action p gets permission
local
view
to
execute,
and set p’s initial

to
be

acks- rcvdP (@;

done if the protocol
has a l-Threshold,
still leaving
the system live. However, q may never learn about /3
(due to network assumptions);
since q G Obliged(b),
this violates

precedes

-IKq “(P)”

A

Proofi
Assume to the contrary
that c satisfies the
conditions
above and occurs in some execution of U.
Immediately

When

the asynchronous

1-threshold
c #

causally

adL (q) for all r.

Add/Remove
At
each
event
doesP(P),
set
LocalViewP (doesP(@) to acks-rcvdP (/3), but otherwise don’t change Loca lViewP.

~

Recall that acks-rcvdP (B) is the set of processes from
about
P up to
which p received some acknowledgment

We now show that this membership
the properties
of an OWMS(0):

service satisfies

doesP (,8).

1. If p is active,

Lemma

5.2

In

any

l-Threshold

solution

to

D-

process in Obliged(~)

crashed-

therefore includes
not crashed.

Proofi

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2.
Let c be any cut on which DIDP(/l) holds.
Assume
there exists a process q that violates the Lemma. The
adversary would choose to crash all processes except q
on a cut c on which -IKq “(B)” holds, in contradiction
to Lemma 5.1.
D

Definition

7 An

supports

(OWMS(0)),

Open

joins,
maintains

Weak
and

Membership
makes

the following

zero

obtains

a finite

number

an initial

p

and

pro4.3.

2. Crashed processes are eventually
removed
the local view of each active process.

from

non-crashed
3. No
LocalViewP.

from

that

in some run p, the

occurs at p concurrently

of a process q, adds(q),

to the ad-

such that

q is un-

to Obliged.

Let p’ be an identical

(modulo

run except

that

in p’ the

process s crashes immediately
before
the event
add, (q). In p’, q @ Obliged(@). We claim that p
and p’ are indistinguishable
therefore,
in one of them,
reflect

removed

to the contrary

process q belongs

failures).

is

process

known to p. Immediately
after add.(q) let the
adversary crash s. Note that, in the run p, the

p and every process in So (that has
crashed).
In consequence, the initial
local

process

every

has not crashed,

2. The proof of eventual removal of crashed
cesses is the same as in the proof of Theorem

event inii(~)

LocalViewP,

views of the proceasea of So are identical

that

has

4. Assume

containing

not

for p

Service

properties:

view

exists

3. If a process q is in LocalViewP at some point,
/3 initiated
later
by p, q E
then in any action
Obliged(p).
From Lemma 5.2, if q is removed
from LocalViewP, q must have crashed.

mistakes

of events after p starts,

membership

view

in So that

dition
1. Within

an initial

as p obtains permission
for an action
(say @. By Lemma 5.2, this view contains every

Uniformity,
when p obtains permission
for an action ~, every process in Obliged(e)\
acks-rcvdP(8) has

that

then

as soon

Lemma
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Obliged(p)
5.2.

u

correctly,

to the process p, and
acks-rcvdP (0) cannot
in contradiction

to

1 II endIeaa
2

loop:

select

/“of

~ fairly

out

3

1. @ is a new action;

4

2. ~ ia removed
/*

5

Initiate

der.

can occupy

Whenever

Uniformity

out from

pencfing-bvfleq

in the past

add q to Loca lVlewP (unless
LVP +

7

aend(announce(~)

q was removed);

8

wait

) to all processes

for ack(~)
in LVP

from

each process

n LocalViewp;

performed

by all active

eventually

~ will

11

send(ack(~))

12

if ~ ia received

13

store

Figure

2:

OWMS(0)

f?)) from

q:

A

D-Uniformity

protocol

using

an

by OWMS(0).
7.

Uniformity

This follows

If p initiates

The reason is that

7, then

by property

is ensured

by item

lems.

to remove.

P

global

~

D-Terminated-

safety condition:

v

ODISABLEDP

O(~PDIDq(@)

V&DISAEILED,)

It seems most appropriate

membership

services

with

ware built
ship

D-Uniformity

in the higher

over the membership

services

identical,

to define a family

varied

erties, which are then reflected

any

2 of the definition

knowing

an additional

Whereas D-Uniformity
can sometimes
be solved
when Consensus cannot, D-Sequential-Uniformity
and
D-Terminated-Uniformity
are equivalent
to Consensus. This raises the question of exactl y how a membership service relates to the various D-Uniformity
prob-

process addition
haa either preceded init(/3),
or will
causally follow it. In the former case, the process is
incIuded in LVP, and in the latter case, it is precluded
Obliged(/.?).
Thus, by line 9, every process in
from
Obliged(o) that has not crashed knows about ~, which
guarantees uniformity.
Liveness

eventually

xObliged(@)

LVP = Obliged(@).
4 of OWMS(0),

from

Knowing

case in any solution

requires

candidates

~

from item 4 of Def-

in Figure 2 uses an OWMS(0)
and has a l-Threshold.

@ at line

.

members.

(the

adds the following

DIDP(@)

Theorem
5.4 An O WillS(O) is sujjlcient for building
a l-Threshold
solution for D- Uniformity
in the face of
process joins.

Proofi
The protocol
to solve D-Uniformity,

which

are reasonable

joins.

We note that, as every correct process initiates
infinitely many actions, process additions
are done uniformly
inition

to D-

state detection.
Definitive
knowledge
of termination
is a pragmatic
concern and arises whenever information about actions is kept in a buffer.
Eventually
the buffer must be cleaned, and terminated
actions

time

@ in pending-buffe~

and supporting

obliged

differs

has terminated,

to q ;
for the first

(fl) , doe$q(~))

terminate

to D-Uniformity)
receive(announce(

condition

Even if p performs an action /3, it can take arbithat is, to be
trarily
long for the action to terminate;

in LVP;

cloesp(,t?);

1011upon

safety

or-

D-Sequential-

doesP(~), doesP(7)) A D1D9(7) *

BEFORE(dOeSq

LocalViewp

6

~, 7 conflict,

Uniformity:
BEFORE(

add(g)

the ith space in the delivery

actions

adds the following

~ *\

for each event

9

of them

process p “/

of the following:

layer.

used in the systems

but all provide

of

proplevel soft-

The member-

cited

some combination

here are not
of Unifor-

mity, Sequence, and Termination
properties.
IVote that
when a primary
partition
membership service is actually
implemented
(e.g., in Isis),
then, lacking access to a sufficiently
accurate failuredetector, the service might sometimes block, meaning

of

that

it is impossible

OWMS(0)
and by line 8: p will never wait indefinitely
to get the permission
to perform /3. ~

tially

6

ure scenarios
from making

violating

to make progress

the safety

conditions

without

poten-

of D-Uniformity.

Since the upper layers then block as well, there are failSequence

and

Termination

D-Uniformity
characterizes
a problem in which the
actions taken do not in any way conflict with each
other; this assumption
of no contention
is not always
reasonable.
cast services

For example,
in totally-ordered
multithe delivery of a message conflicts with

the delivery

of all other

messages

in that

only

7

in which these systems
progress.

can be prevented

Conclusions
D-Uniformity

is suitable

for

modeling

the

lowest

layer in the distributed
systems we study. This layer
implements
a reliable-multicast
service, which ensures

one
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uniform

delivery

of messages multicast

and is used both to maintain
within

a primary

partition

cat ions structured

within

of the system,

as process groups.
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